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Cable-free land seismic
data acquisition
Cables have always been seen as a necessary evil when it comes to
seismic surveys, but the good news is that the burdens created by
cables may soon be a thing of the past

S

tarting with the very first crew, all
land seismic acquisition projects have
had one characteristic in common:
Cables, cables and more cables. The land
seismic data acquisition industry is known
around the world for requiring massive
amounts of cable. The terrain over which
these cables must cross is often treacherous;
the weather, sometimes harsh; and the
equipment, always heavy and cumbersome.
Cables have always been a burden, not
only to acquisition crews, but also to the
land being surveyed and, ultimately, to the
individuals who use the data acquired.
Early on, the use of cable for seismic
exploration was a natural, common-sense
choice. It was what was available to meet the
acquisition needs of the time. Large moving
mass, coiled seismic sensors, often called
jugs, were wired together and connected to
a magnetometer so that physical motions in
the earth could be transformed into squiggles
on graph paper. Today’s sensors, from highly
sophisticated velocity sensors to cutting-edge
accelerometers, have dramatically improved.
Likewise, acquisition output has evolved
from those raw analogue squiggles to digital
representations on magnetic and optic media.
Unfortunately, despite these significant
technological advances, one thing did not
change. Until very recently, the vast majority of
seismic data acquisition systems still required
tons of unwieldy and troublesome cables.
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Traditional Cabled System being staged prior to deployment

Today, new options are being introduced
that can partially or completely eliminate
cables from the seismic data acquisition
experience. Geophysical equipment
manufacturers are developing acquisition
systems that make cables obsolete, and not
just the telemetry cables that carry data from
the various remote units to a central location,
but also the remote-unit power cables, as
well as the analogue cables that transmit
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signals from the sensors to the remote units.
Some systems even eliminate the need for a
string of geophones from the equation.
These new cable-free systems are
commonly referred to as nodal data acquisition
systems. Nodes are generating a great deal
of attention from both contractors and oil
companies worldwide because they represent
one of the most important technological
advances in the history of the industry.
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Seismic data acquisition from cablefree autonomous nodes has been available
offshore for some time. Fairfield Nodal (the
DBA for Fairfield Industries) first acquired
data for BP in the Gulf of Mexico back in
2005, using its cable-free Z3000 system.
Z3000 is a 4C marine acquisition system
capable of operation to depths of up to
3,000m. Today, a 1,000-node Z3000 crew
prowls the Gulf of Mexico acquiring data for
Shell. In 2009, Fairfield Nodal deployed over
1,300 nodes, using its 4C Z700 system, for a
long-term acquisition project in the Red Sea.
That same year, Fairfield Nodal developed
ZLand, the industry’s only truly cable-free
nodal system for use on land.
To quantify the amount of equipment
required of a conventional cabled land
system (and therefore what could potentially
be eliminated by a cable-free system), let’s
analyse a typical 4,000-channel seismic
acquisition system with receiver-station
spacing of 30 meters (plus 10 per cent):
Such a system would require 132,000m
(132Km) of in-line cable. This cable would
house telemetry twisted-pair wires and, in
most instances, power wires. The in-line
cable alone would weigh in at 6,000Kg. Add
in the geophone strings (33m, each with six
geophones) for another 132Km of cable,
weighing a bit over 15,000Kg. Power for the
line would typically require some 84 power
stations at 58Kg each for another 4,872Kg.
For our hypothetical 4,000-channel 2D
line, we would require some 264Km of cable
and weigh in at around 25,872Kg, or slightly
under 6.5Kg, per channel. Add to this the
fact that every receiver station would require
three connections, two for telemetry/power
Damaged cable, even when not completely cut it causes errors

and one for the sensor, and that each power
station would need at least one connection,
and the total number of connectors reaches
over 12,000. That is a lot of equipment to
protect and maintain, and this scenario does
not even consider any cross-line requirements
for 3D operations.
Even so, weight is not the only bothersome
issue caused by seismic cables. Another is pure
mathematics. There is either too much cable
or not enough, and they must always be cut
to specific lengths, or takeout intervals. If
there is not enough cable, the project must be
redesigned to accommodate the limits of the
equipment at hand. If there is too much, extra
equipment must be deployed to the field, so
that the excess cable can be piled or coiled
between receiver stations, which creates an
environmental and operational burden, and can
lead to seismic noise problems due to leakage.
To further complicate matters, cables
are easily damaged by natural and cultural
causes, and connectors wear out. When that
happens, the field crew must often cease
production to repair or replace the defective
cable(s) and connector(s). Troubleshooting
the spread becomes an ongoing challenge,
which means that even when a seismic crew
is not acquiring data, they are still costing
money. Lost production is lost time, and lost
time is lost money.
Again, the good news is that the burdens
created by cables may soon be a thing of the
past. The modern seismic contractor finally
has options that simply were not available
even just a few years ago. Currently, there
are a number of ‘minimal cable’ systems
commercially available. These systems do not
require cables to interconnect the individual
seismic data acquisition units to a central
recorder. As such, they are somewhat similar
to radio telemetry systems of the past; in
fact, some use radios to transmit quality
control data to a central station or field data
collection reader and, therefore, may require
a radio license. While these ‘minimal cable’
systems do indeed eliminate the need for
any telemetry cable, they still require cables
to interconnect the individual pieces of
equipment, such as a battery and sensor(s)
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to a remote unit. These connection cables,
however short, are still prone to the same
hazards as the conventional seismic cables of
the past.
The Fairfield Nodal ZLand system presents
another, even more streamlined option. The
autonomous ZLand nodes are similar in concept
to the company’s proven marine nodes at work
in the Gulf of Mexico. ZLand is completely
cable free, with all of the essential elements
to acquire seismic data contained within the
nodes. Each lightweight, self-contained node
encapsulates the sensor, batteries, control
circuitry, A/D converter, filters, memory and a
highly accurate clock to maintain timing. This
approach allows the seismic contractor to offer
clients ultimate flexibility in layout design,
while simultaneously reducing their exposure
to the many hazards posed by deploying a
conventional system with its onerous bundles
of cables.
Cable-free seismic data acquisition
alternatives deserve serious consideration as
productivity and HSE demands increase. It is
time that we, as an industry, free ourselves
from the shackles that cables have burdened
us with, and move forward into a new age of
truly cable-free seismic data acquisition. 
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This article was written by Dennis Freed,
regional sales manager, Fairfield Nodal
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